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ABSTRACT
Self-adaptive systems modify their own behaviour in response to stimuli from their operating environments. The major policy considerations for such systems are determining what, when and how adaptations should be carried out. This paper presents mechanisms for feedback and change that support policy decisions for self-adaptation within a computationally complete architecture description language based on the \( \pi \)-calculus. Our contribution is support for feedback through software-encoded probes, gauges and an event distribution network together with support for change through decomposition, reification, reflection, recomposition and hyper-code.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.11: Software Architectures – Data abstraction, Domain-specific architectures, Languages

General Terms
Management, Measurement, Design, Languages.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Self-adaptive Systems
A self-adaptive system modifies its own behaviour in response to changes in its operating environment [1, 2] with the motivation of prolonging the usefulness of the executing software system.

A common approach for self-adaptation in control systems is to insert a set of probes into an executing system to observe and quantify significant events. Information gathered from the probes is stored in gauges and at an appropriate time is sent to an adaptation engine via an event distribution network. The adaptation engine uses the input from the probes, together with its model of system goals, usually expressed as constraints, to decide when evolution is appropriate.

The major policy considerations for self-adaptation are deciding what, when and how adaptations should be carried out. The mechanisms required to support these policy decisions [3] include facilities for defining constraints, feedback and change.

1.2 Our Approach
Software architectures [4, 5] describe systems in terms of components and their interactions. In order to support and guide self-adaptation within a unified framework, architectures need to specify the behaviour of their components as well as constraints on the structure and cardinality of their components and interactions. We present a software architecture-based approach for self-adaptation where policies may be encoded within languages using mechanisms for supporting constraints, feedback and change.

Constraints pertaining to an application are the conditions that must hold at all times during its execution. We concentrate here on the mechanisms for feedback and change within a computationally complete architecture description language based on typed higher-order polyadic \( \pi \)-calculus. Feedback is supported through software probes, gauges and an event distribution network and change through the adaptation engine using the concepts of decomposition, reification, reflection, recomposition and hyper-code.

2. RELATED WORK
Various frameworks, languages and methodologies have been proposed for the construction of self-adaptive systems.

Containment Units are used to build adaptive systems that deal with anticipated change in [6]. ArchStudio [7] is a tool suite developed to support self-adaptation in the C2 architecture style. Georgiadis et al [8] use specific component managers to identify external architecture changes by listening to events, and then react in order to preserve architecture constraints. Architecture styles, augmented with adaptation operators and repair strategies, are used as the basis for self-repair by Garlan et al [9]. IBM’s autonomic computing initiative [10] aims for systems which are...

Some of these approaches are designed for providing self-adaptation to existing systems. Information gathered by inserting a set of probes into an executing system is compared to a separate architectural model, which is kept up to date with the implementation. If constraints in the model are violated then one of a set of adaptation algorithms is chosen to correct the anomaly. These algorithms must have complementary methods in the implementation so that changes can be made [6, 7, 8, 9]. The advantage of our approach is that a single framework provides all these facilities thus making it amenable to an integrated system of checking.

3. MECHANISMS FOR FEEDBACK AND CHANGE

Our facilities for feedback and change are implemented within the ArchWare ADL [13, 14]. We provide a brief overview of some relevant features of this language before describing the mechanisms themselves.

3.1 The ArchWare ADL

The ArchWare ADL is a strongly-typed executable architecture description language designed and implemented as part of the EU-funded ArchWare project [15]. It extends an expression language with typed higher-order polyadic π-calculus [16] and constructs to support composition, decomposition, dynamic evolution and recombination of systems.

Hyper-code technology [17, 18] is used to support the ArchWare ADL. A hyper-code program is an active executing graph linking source code and existing values. By unifying the concepts of source code, executable code and data, hyper-code provides a single representation (as a combination of text and hyperlinks) of software throughout its lifecycle. Sharing is represented by multiple links to the same value. Hyper-code also allows state and shared data to be preserved during evolution. Thus at any point during the computation the state of the execution may be inspected by viewing the hyper-code. In the following examples hyperlinks are shown as underlined identifiers.

Components are modelled by behaviours which communicate via connections using send and receive actions. Behaviours can be collaboratively and hierarchically composed to form a system. Abstractions abstract over behaviours just as functions abstract over expressions.

Figure 1 illustrates some of the above features. Connections request and reply are defined to communicate integers as messages. The abstraction server_abs repeats the following actions whenever a message arrives on connection request: it receives a value, implicitly declared as x, via request, increments a location count, defined in the global scope and represented as a hyperlink, and sends double the value of x via reply. Applying server_abs, with any parameters (in this case none) enclosed in brackets, yields an executing behaviour.

3.2 Feedback

Feedback acts as a trigger for change in self-adaptive systems. A component may receive feedback from any of the following sources:

- another component written in the ADL
- the execution engine on which the ADL is being evaluated
- the environment external to the ADL

We define a uniform mechanism to deal with feedback from all these sources. The feedback mechanism is structured as follows:

- a component which requires feedback (feedback sink)
- a feedback source and its interface
- a software probe defined by the feedback sink
- a probe connection to send the probe from the feedback sink to the source, published as part of the source interface
- a feedback connection to send the feedback from the probe to the feedback sink

Each feedback source is designed to publish its feedback interface consisting of observations available to probes, accept an observation name and function from the probe connection, interpret the function as a probe, bind it internally and invoke it at
the appropriate time. The events of interest are updates to the state of the source, modelled as assignments to locations defined within the source.

Feedback sinks are structured to define a software probe, send it to the source via the appropriate probe connection, receive the feedback via the feedback connection and take appropriate action to correct any anomalies.

Software probes are defined by functions using application constraints and hyperlinks to the observable features published by the target feedback source. The function body consists of an if-do clause with the if-part representing the negation of a constraint and the do-part the feedback to generate if the condition is true. Software probes can perform the duties of both probes and gauges by generating and storing feedback.

Connections for communicating probes and feedback are defined differently for each type of feedback source but once created can be used identically. The feedback connection acts as the event distribution network.

Within each source a register of received probes and the observations required by them is maintained. After each update all probes registered for that location are executed. A feedback register is used for storing the feedback interfaces of all sources at a well-known place such as a published location in the persistent store.

The advantages of this approach are:

- it provides a uniform mechanism to deal with feedback from different types of sources
- feedback sources do not require knowledge of constraints driving the sinks as this information is encapsulated within probes
- probes are specialised to the requirements of feedback sinks which receive only the feedback relevant to them

### 3.2.1 Feedback from another Component

Receiving feedback from another component written in the ADL requires no special provision from the language. Feedback sink A may send the name of an observation and a probe to component B via a connection of message type \((\text{string, function}[\text{any}])\). Component B is designed so that it recognises the function as a probe, stores it in its probe register and calls it at the appropriate time. The probe can then generate and send the specified feedback via another connection to the originator if the condition becomes true. Since both components are in the ADL domain, there is no restriction on the type of feedback generated and hence on the type of feedback connection.

### 3.2.2 Feedback from Execution Engine

Feedback from the execution engine provides information on significant features of system execution, not normally available to programs written in the language. The execution engine implements a published interface of observations which can be used by probes. Two special functions, \(\text{execution_probe}\) and \(\text{execution_feedback}\), are used to create connections of message types \((\text{string, function}[\text{any}])\) and \(\text{any}\) respectively. The former allow probes to be sent by a feedback sink to the execution engine while the latter enable feedback to be sent to the feedback sink from the execution engine. The engine is designed so that it treats messages from connections defined by \(\text{execution_probe}\) as probes. Since pre-defined connections created by \(\text{execution_feedback}\) are the only means of getting feedback from the execution engine to an ADL component, all feedback messages are typed as \(\text{any}\).

### 3.2.3 Feedback from External Environment

Feedback from external environment requires communication with sources outwith the ArchWare ADL domain. The ADL supports I/O connections created by a special function called \(\text{stdio}\) using well-known connection names. A list of well-known connection names is published to all tools and clients wishing to communicate with the ADL system. Messages sent through I/O connections are typed as \(\text{string}\).

Since communication in this case is with an agent, probes are not sent to external sources. However feedback can still be sent to an ADL component by the external source using an agreed message format.

### 3.2.4 An Example

The feedback register can be modelled as a list in the ArchWare ADL as shown in Figure 3. Each element of the list consists of a name for the source, a probe connection on which the source will receive probes sent by sinks and the feedback interface for the source. The interface itself is a list containing a descriptive name and value (injected into an \(\text{any}\)) of observable locations defined by the source. We assume the definition of two functions over these lists. Function \(\text{generate_interface}\) takes a source name and a probe connection and creates an entry in the feedback register while \(\text{publish_observation}\) adds an entry to a given interface.

```plaintext
recursive type feedback_interface_type is view[
  observation_name : \text{string},
  observation_val : \text{any},
  next : location[\text{feedback_interface_type}]
]

recursive type feedback_register_type is view[
  source_name : \text{string},
  probe_conn : connection[\text{string, function}[\text{any}]],
  feedback : location[\text{feedback_interface_type}],
  next : location[\text{feedback_register_type}]
]
```

**Figure 3: Definition of feedback register**

The probe register within each source may be defined as shown in Figure 4. It is a list containing pairs of observations and probes. Three functions are defined to manipulate probe registers. \(\text{generate_probe_register}\) creates an empty probe register, \(\text{add_probe}\) adds an observation name and a probe to the register and \(\text{execute_probe}\) takes an observation name and executes all probes registered for it.

```plaintext
recursive type probe_register_type is view[
  observation_name : \text{string},
  probe : function[],
  next : location[\text{probe_register_type}]
]
```

**Figure 4: Definition of probe register**

Figure 5 shows the definition and use of a software probe by means of a simple example. Consider a system in which a component \(\text{monitor_clients}\) (feedback sink) monitors the number of clients processed by another component \(\text{process_clients}\) (feedback source).
value client_conn = connection( string )
value process_clients = abstraction()
{ value pc_probe_conn = connection(string, function[] )
value pc_interface = generate_interface("process_clients", pc_probe_conn)
value probes = generate_probe_register()
value count = location( 0 )
publish_observation( pc_interface, "count", any(count) )
composes{  
b1 as { replicate{       
    via client_probe_conn receive obs, probe
    add_probe( pc_probes, obs, probe ) } }
and  
b2 as { replicate{       
    via client_conn receive request
    count := "count + 1
    execute_probes("count")
    process_request( request ) } }
}
value monitor_clients = abstraction()
{ value feedback_conn = connection( integer )
value client_probe = function()    
{ if (\(\langle\text{count}\rangle mod 10\) = 0 do
    via feedback_conn send 10 
    via client_probe_conn send "count", client_probe
    replicate{       
        via feedback_conn receive client_count
        record_clients( client_count ) } }
}

Figure 5: Feedback from another component

In Figure 5, connection client_conn is used for interacting with clients. Component process_clients defines a probe connection pc_probe_conn for receiving probes and creates an entry in the feedback register for its feedback interface using a hyperlink to the pre-defined function generate_interface. It defines a register for holding the probes it receives. It initialises the location count which is used to keep track of the number of clients processed and publishes the name and value of count as observable in pc_interface. It then initiates two behaviours in parallel using the compose construct. For every message received on client_probe_conn, the first behaviour updates the probe register using add_probe. For each request received on client_conn connection, the second behaviour increments count, executes all probes associated with count and processes the request.

Component monitor_clients defines connection feedback_conn to be used for feedback and a probe client_probe as a function referencing the published count. client_probe contains a hyperlink to the value count from pc_interface in the feedback register and specifies that if the value contained in count is a multiple of 10 then 10 should be sent on connection feedback_conn. Once the probe is defined, monitor_clients sends it via client_probe_conn, also linked to from the pc_interface. Every time a value is received via feedback_conn it records the value.

In this simple example the feedback could have been communicated to the monitor without a probe. However in larger and more complex systems, a mechanism which permits component A to plant a probe in component B is useful as it separates the concerns of functionality and feedback.

3.3 Change

Mechanisms for change in the ArchWare ADL have been described elsewhere [13]. We present a summary of these mechanisms here.

We consider the following kinds of change for self-adaptive systems:

- replacement
- static and dynamic generation of new components
- dynamic evolution (decomposition, reification, reflection, recomposition)

All language mechanisms required to support the above changes maintain type safety in the ArchWare ADL.

Replacement of statically defined components is supported by assigning a new component to a location containing the old one. There are two ways of generating new instances of component types. If the number of components and time of creation are known statically then abstraction definition and application can be used as shown in Figure 1. If component creation depends on some dynamic input then replication ("\(\pi\)" in the \(\pi\)-calculus) is suitable as illustrated in Figure 5.

A more challenging adaptation is where part of a system has to be (partially) disassembled, changed and put back together to create an evolved system while the unaffected part still executes. This change requires support for decomposition, reification, reflection and recomposition.

Decomposition [14, 20] takes (part of) an executing system, breaks it up into its constituent components and returns them in a partially suspended state. The ADL supports a decompose operator which takes a composite component and returns a sequence of its constituent components (behaviours).

Reification allows introspection of a component so that its specification can be used as a basis for any change. The specification of a component is always available including during execution and after decomposition via the ArchWare ADL hyper-code system [21]. The hyper-code system can be invoked from within ADL by the edit function which takes as a parameter and returns as result values of type any.

The specification of a component can be edited using the hyper-code system to produce an evolved specification. Using hyperlinks to denote existing values allows us to preserve shared data through this evolution. The new specification has to be brought into the execution domain by dynamic compilation. A callable compiler, invoked as function compile, is provided by the ADL to implement reflection.

Recomposition takes the evolved set of components and composes them together to form a new system. The compose operator provided by the ADL can be used to achieve this.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a software architecture based approach to building self-adaptive systems. The novelty of this approach is the combination of feedback and change mechanisms within a \(\pi\)-calculus based strongly typed executable ADL. We described a generic mechanism for feedback from different sources using software probes and connections. Decomposition, reification, reflection and recomposition form part of the change mechanism.
The ArchWare ADL hyper-code system used in the examples has been implemented. It is currently being evaluated by academic and industrial partners of the ArchWare project.

One of the areas for further research is support for transformations from one hyper-code program to another. Research into programmable interfaces to the ADL hyper-code system [22] for achieving such transformations is ongoing.

A framework for self-adaptation can be provided by combining architecture and language support with a development methodology. We have identified process for process evolution (P2E) [23] as a suitable methodology for developing self-adaptive systems. P2E requires an evolver component to be produced for every functional component of the application at construction time. This ensures that systems are built with evolution in mind in addition to achieving an elegant separation functionality and change.

Most solutions for self-adaptation deal with a pre-defined set of constraints, triggers and adaptations but do not address issues arising from the need to evolve potentially every part of the system. As business and application requirements evolve, all aspects of a system including constraints, architecture, feedback and change mechanisms may need to evolve to keep in step. A framework combining P2E with the software architecture based approach presented in this paper will enable all these aspects including the framework itself to evolve.
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